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Firstly, may I wish all our members a happy and successful New 
Year. Hopefully we will get some good clear nights in 2011 
although the recent ones at -15ºC were a bit too cold for me. I 
used the excuse of it being too cold for the telescope to stay safe 
and warm in doors. 
Last year was quite a year for us with our move back (home) to 
Ladybridge from the TIC. The TIC was pretty depressing once Paul 
had left and Bolton Council took over. Julie, the centre manager; 
did her best but it was never the same – plus the huge hike in 
room costs – made the decision to move on inevitable.  
The move has also helped membership numbers. We must now be 
close to an all time high. It is also great to see families and younger 
members attending. You are very welcome. We have a new 
problem though – fitting everyone in! 
So far we have always managed it but it has been quite full on 
occasions.  A great problem to have! 
As regards the format of meetings, the change to more activity 
evenings seems to have been popular. However, please pass on 
your comments, either to me or any committee member, as to 
what you would really like. If we need to cover something else let 
us know. Also if you can participate in the “show and tell” type 
meetings by all means do so. You don’t have to be an expert – just 
someone interested in a particular topic. We will be pleased to 
hear from you.  
We are always on the look out for guest or member speakers. If 
you feel you give a talk. or know someone who could. again please 
let us know. The more that get involved the better. Go on give it a 
try! 
David Ratledge,
Chairman of Bolton Astronomical Society
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With a digital camera all the “development” and processing is done electronically (on a 
computer), so there are no chemicals to mess with, and their electronic detectors are more 
sensitive than film too. But best of all, you can check your results instantly (as soon as the 
exposure is complete), and so quickly make adjustments during your imaging session. And 
there’s no limit to the advanced image post-processing which can be performed on a computer.
So, what hardware can you use? Most simple compact cameras (or even the ones built into cell 
phones and PDAs) can produce good images. A PC webcam is particularly good for imaging 
planets at high magnification, and the latest digital SLR (DSLR) cameras can yield fantastic 
images, either using their own lenses or fitted to a telescope. Of course these cameras were 
designed for (daylight) terrestrial use, but for the real enthusiast, there are also specialist astro-
imaging cameras with electronically-cooled extra-sensitive CCDs.

Using a compact camera
Even a relatively simple digital compact camera (on a tripod) can be used to take wide-angle 
shots of constellations. The camera must be capable of exposures of tens of seconds, and 
holding focus at infinity, and you’ll also need some method of firing the shutter without wobbling 
the camera. Many cameras have a built-in self-timer function which delays the shutter-release 
for 10 seconds after pressing the button, or you could use a remote release (cable or wireless). 
Before your astro-imaging session, remember to set the highest image resolution (preferably 
RAW mode) and a high sensitivity such as ISO800.

A compact camera piggy backed on a telescope Perseus star-field imaged from Norfolk

Astro-Imaging
with

Digital Cameras
Part 1

Over the last decade, digital (electronic) 
cameras have all but supplanted 35mm 
film, and these popular consumer items 
can be great for the astro-photographer 
too! 
Ross Wilkinson embarks on a three part 
article to introduce you to the topic.



You’ll soon find that due to the Earth’s rotation, the stars will produce elongated trails with 
fixed-camera exposures of more than a few seconds, so we really need some way of tracking
the stars. Now if you have an equatorially-mounted telescope with a motor-drive, you can 
piggy-back the camera onto this: indeed many telescope mounts include a ¼” threaded screw 
to fit the camera’s tripod bush. In fact you don’t need the telescope at all: you could make a 
simple (wooden) bracket so that the camera bolts straight onto the mount. With this facility, 
you can take a series of dozens of long exposures (30-60 seconds) of the same area of sky, and 
then later combine them on the computer to produce satisfyingly rich star-fields.
Alternatively, you can take high-magnification planetary images by fixing the camera (focused 
at infinity) directly over a telescope eyepiece (the afocal method). Again, take as many images 
as you can (or even a video sequence) for later stacking on the computer. 

Afocal camera bracket A home-made afocal jig

Afocal image of Saturn in 2003

In the next part, we’ll look at how a PC webcam can be used to produce amazingly
detailed planetary images, or even be adapted for deep-sky work…



In The Grand Design, Stephen Hawking surveys cosmological research and advances the class of theories known as M-theory to 
explain the origin of the universe.  He examines the limits of theories in science.  Although we have useful theories of physics, it 
is practically impossible to apply physics to many systems (eg a human brain).  For example, because we cannot use physics to 
test/compute the whether a person has free will, we employ the ‘effective theory’ of free will.  Effective theories model a system 
or process without a detailed description of every physical interaction.  Other effective theories are chemistry, economics and 
psychology.

Under model dependent realism, a theory is judged on its ability to explain what we observe, without worrying about whether 
that theory is platonically ‘real’.  Two different models may describe the same observations equally well, and either may be more 
convenient/practical in certain situations.  In the preamble, Hawking’s examples include Ptolemy’s and Copernicus’ models of the
solar system – and he highlights the fact that Copernicus did not prove Ptolemy wrong; rather, by rebasing the model as 
heliocentric, he simplified the equations.

Then we get into quantum physics.  Double slit diffraction effects have been observed on things as large as carbon-60 Buckyballs.  
Firing molecules at a double slit results in a diffraction pattern.  How could individual molecules passing through one slit ‘know’ 
about the other and thus take wave-like diffraction paths?  Well, this makes sense if we adopt Richard Feynman’s sum over 
histories.  Each buckyball takes all possible paths (meaning ALL possible, conceivable paths, however unlikely), and according to 
Feynman this explains how each particle obtains information about which slits are open.  Paths going through one slit interfere 
with paths going through the other.

A survey of the four fundamental laws follows, and the discovery of some of their corresponding quantum versions.  Gravity, of 
course, continues to spoil the party, and the search has given rise to supergravity and string theory.   Depending on 
parameterisation, string theory is a continuum of theories based around five main variants.  But string theory posits 10 
dimensions, 6 of which are claimed to be tiny, rolled up, and invisible to us.  M-theory is a theory (or class of theories) 
incorporating supergravity and string theory with as many as 10500 solutions, allowing for that many differently specified 
universes.

Hawking then goes on to outline the expansion of the universe, the Big Bang, inflation and the breakdown of general relativity in 
the early universe.  At some point, the universe was Planck-size, where quantum effects must be considered.  So, it is believed 
that the origin of the universe was a quantum event.  There is as yet no quantum theory of gravity, but as a quantum event, the 
beginning of the universe should be accurately described by the Feynman sum over histories.  This is where Hawking really begins
dropping bombshells.  Under this view (the Feynman sum) the universe began ‘in every possible way’, where those possible ways
correspond to different universes with different laws.  This requires us to ‘adjust the way that we think about the history of the 
universe’!  Normally we assume a single definite history, and use physics to calculate how this history develops over time.  This is 
the ‘Bottom-up’ approach we are accustomed to.  But since we must account for the quantum nature of the universe, we must 
take a ‘top-down’ approach, Feynman-summing over the probabilities of all possible histories.  That sum will normally be 
dominated by  a single history starting with the creation of the universe and ending in state being considered.  “But there will be 
different histories for different possible states of the universe at the present time.  This leads to a radically different view of 
cosmology, and the relation between cause and effect...We create history by our observation, rather than history creating 
us...Histories in which the moon is made of cheese do not contribute to the present state of our universe, though they might 
contribute to others.”

These difficult ideas seem to motivate the earlier discussion of scientific theories.   M-theory with the Feynman sum over histories 
looks like an effective theory (practically, we don’t and can’t consider every history).  And we are model-dependent realists 
because we consider a sum of histories leading to one particular state, our current state as observer, without worrying about the 
platonic ‘truth’ of this state over other possible states of the universe.

There follows an examination of the anthropic principle, which attempts to explain why we exist and observe the universe from
our improbably benign surroundings.  Hawking describes two forms of this principle.  In the weak form, we exist because our 
environment is actually very probable given the existence of enough solar systems.  But the strong form considers our universe as 
one of many.   We exist as we do because this is very probable given enough universes and configurations of physical law.  There
is plenty of evidence of just how cosmically fortunate we are on planet earth (e.g. liquid water; the ‘triple alpha’ process creating 
carbon in decaying stars via helium and beryllium).  Clearly, the strong version is a much stronger proposition.  But if M-theory 
and the multiverse idea are correct, then the strong version is  effectively on the same footing as the weak.   The multiverse can 
explain the benign physical laws because they are likely to occur, given enough different universes.  

BOOK
REVIEW

By
Dominic Loughlin

The Grand Design
by Stephen Hawking  
(& Leonard Mlodinow)
£9.29 (Hardcover from Amazon price)

Published by Bantam Press 2010



Hawking’s closing argument for a Grand Design is not easy to follow.  Having considered black holes, zero energy and quantum 
fluctuations in the vacuum, he says because of gravity, space-time can be locally stable, but globally unstable.  On a grand scale, that 
is, the scale of a universe, the positive energy of matter can be balanced by the negative energy of gravity.  Our universe is the result 
of a quantum fluctuation, and the universe may occur and persist because a law of gravity exists.  Many universes instantly collapse.  
Some, like ours,  inflate.  “Spontaneous creation is the reason there is something rather than nothing, why the universe exists, why 
we exist.”

Some headlines suggested that in this book, Hawking had disproved the existence of a creator.  Without getting into that discussion, 
what he has done here is put forward a theory about how our universe originated.  If the theory is correct, this is the Grand Design 
of the title.  Around the origin of the universe, it is clear that the concept of time is very subtle and complex.  But under the 
proposed theory, it is plain that something existed in nature ‘prior’ to what we experience as the universe.  Or, putting it less 
strongly (that is, without invoking ‘time’), our universe is not the only think that has existed.  What Stephen Hawking does not
attempt here is to ultimately explain why anything at all (including any physical or platonic mathematical laws) exists. 

BOOK
REVIEW

By
Dominic Loughlin

In Search of the Multiverse
by John Gribbin
£15.49 (Hardcover from Amazon price)

Published by Allen Lane 2009

John Gribbin's In Search of the Multiverse is a broader and more challenging survey, and for that, an even more astonishing 
read.  At the outset, Gribbin acknowledges that there are several 'Multiverse' ideas in circulation.  By default he uses the term 
‘multiverse’ for all that exists, and 'universe' for everything accessible to a particular observer.

We begin with Schrodinger's Cat, and double slit interference patterns.  Double slit experiments are now so subtle that single 
particles can be fired through the slits, and, even in this non-contemporaneous fashion, a series of particles form an 
interference pattern.  According to the Copenhagen Interpretation of quantum mechanics, a particle has no objective reality 
independent of observation, and appears to come into existence only when observed.  There are consistent variants of the 
Copenhagen Interpretation and in Hugh Everett's version, when a particle is observed, it's wave function doesn't collapse.  
Instead, the superposition of quantum states remains, and the whole universe splits!  In one branch, an observer sees a dead 
cat, and in the other, a live cat.  While the maths and physics compute, the idea of 10100+ parallel copies of the universe is
obviously difficult.

Gribbin examines the anthropic principle (the improbably benign laws of physics and conditions on earth may in fact be very 
probable, if there exist enough space, time, universes and configurations of physical law).  In quantum computing we discover
that massively parallel problems (eg cryptography) might be solved instantly (or in constant time) by borrowing 
computational time from parallel universes.  Binary quantum spin states may be set simultaneously in different states in 
parallel universes.  The idea is that to test, say, 256 solutions to a cryptographic problem, you set up 8 spin states (bits), and 
test all bit combinations simultaneously by borrowing computations from 28 differently configured parallel universes.  
Researchers have succeeded on a very small scale, and the argument is advanced that these experiments themselves prove 
the existence of the multiverse.

After examining the idea of a spatially infinite universe, dark energy, string and M-theory, Gribbin goes on to consider the 
idea that our universe is nothing more than a computer simulation.  He considers this unlikely, not for its outlandishness, but 
because it is computationally unviable - it would be more efficient to build a 'real' universe than to build a computer to 
simulate one!  The smallest thing containing enough bits to model the universe is the universe itself.  He invokes problems in 
specifying irrational numbers to suggest that a breakdown of measurements of a 'perfectly drawn circle' might indicate that 
we live in a simulation.  Then Gribbin examines black holes, bubble universes, Lee Smolin's idea of natural selection of 
universes and finally, universes intentionally designed and created by intelligent beings, an idea that, for Gribbin, has some 
merit.

John Gribbin's book is larger in scope, and more detailed, but both are compelling reading, containing page after page of 
startling ideas.  You will reconsider what the term 'universe' actually means.  While reading these books, I felt like a 
Flatlander; if just a few of the ideas described are correct, then 'all that exists' is much, much bigger and richer than I ever
thought.



Featured Constellation  
AURIGA

Auriga, the Charioteer,  is overhead in the late evening at the moment and is an easily recognised constellation. Capella is the brightest 
star in Auriga, lying at a distance of  42 Light Years, with a magnitude of 0,08 and has the Beyer Designation α (Alpha) Aurigae.  The Greek 
letters were allocated by Beyer to stars in  a very approximate order of brightness as  an exact  knowledge of each star’s brightness was 
not available. It also has the Flamsteed designation of 13  Aurigae. Stars were given a number in order of Right Ascension in the 
constellation by Flamsteed, but  this order may have changed due to precession  - and  Flamsteed only listed stars visible from the UK.  
The star Menkalinan, at a distance of 82 Light Years, has the designation β (Beta) Aurigae (Flamsteed 34)  and has a magnitude of 1.9.
A distinctive triangle of stars is evident between Capella and 3 ι (Iota) Aurigae.  These stars are all in the region of 3rd magnitude so are 
fairly bright and may help in your identification of  the constellation. 

The constellation lies on the Milky Way and is 
rich in objects to view. Above and below a line 
joining θ (Theta) and ι (Iota) Aurigae are  a 
number of interesting targets. The clusters 
M36,M37 and M38 are “Objects of Interest” in 
this issue and are shown in the chart on the left. 
For those with larger telescopes a number of 
galaxies lie in this region and are shown on the 
chart.  The bright nebula IC 405 otherwise known 
as Caldwell 31 (C31) is in this region.  C31 is 
known as the “Flaming Star” Nebula. 
The star cluster IC 410 lies in this region and 
contains a great deal of nebulosity.

C31

IC 410



February Objects of Interest
Six objects that are visible this month that you 

may find of interest in one way or another. 
Objects are labelled as Naked Eye Objects  (N), 

Binocular Objects (B) or Telescopic (T).

1.BETELGEUSE (N)
The star Betelgeuse is on view this month in the 
Constellation of Orion. It is believed that its name was the 
result of an error when a mistake was made in the 
transcription of the original Arabic name. Originally it was 
named “yad-al-jauza” which in arabic script is

The first “character” to the right (reading right to left) has 
two dots and means “yad”. A transcription error 
accidentally missed out one of the dots as below

Making the character “bad” so it became  “bad-al-jauza” 
or Betelgeuse when written in normal script 

2.CRAB NEBULA (T)
The Crab Nebula lies to the North of Orion and can be seen as a 
fuzzy object through a small telescope.  It has a major axis of 6 
minutes and so is one fifth of the diameter of the full Moon.

It is known as Messier 1 having been catalogued by Charles 
Messier in 1758 and  also as NGC 1952. NGC stands for the New 
General Catalogue of objects.

It originally exploded as a Supernova in 1054 and has a pulsar in 
the centre which emits a flash of light 30 times a second. It lies 
at a distance of 6500 Light Years . It is about 13 LY across. 

Len Adam

3.THE PLEIADES (B) (N)
The Pleiades are also known as M45 and are an 
open cluster. The seven brightest stars have 
given the cluster the name “Seven Sisters” . The 
Pleiades are a particularly exceptional sight in 
binoculars and bring gasps of admiration from 
those who have seen them in this way for the 
first time. They are a good test of eyesight to see 
if you can see the brightest seven stars clearly 
and many people can see more. 



4. M36 IN AURIGA. (B) (T) The open star cluster measures 10 X 
10 minutes of arc. It makes an excellent object through a large 
or small telescope or through binoculars in a dark sky. It is also 
known as NGC 1960. Stars have magnitudes between 9 and 
11. This 1-second image through a 12 inch telescope shows 
how many stars can be captured in such a brief time.
Messier’s comments were:
“September 2, 1764. 36. 5h 20m 47s (80d 11' 42") +34d 08' 06" 
Cluster of stars in Auriga, near the star Phi: with an ordinary 
telescope of 3.5 foot [FL] one has pain to distinguish the stars, 
the cluster contains no nebulosity. Its position determined 
from Phi *Aurigae+. (diam. 9') “

5. M37 IN AURIGA. (B) (T) Another cluster that is excellent in 
a telescope or through binoculars in a dark sky. This cluster is 
larger than M36 and measures 15 X 15 minutes of arc. It is also 
known as NGC 2099.  It is quite compressed towards the 
centre.  It is the brightest of the three Messier star clusters 
described here. 
Messier’s comments were:
“September 2, 1764. 37. 5h 37m 01s (84d 15' 12") +32d 11' 51" 
Cluster of small stars, little remote from the preceding (M36) 
above the parallel of chi Aurigae; the stars are smaller, more 
close together and enclosing some nebulosity; with an 
ordinary telescope of 3.5 feet [FL], one has pain to see the 
stars: this cluster is reported on the Chart of the second 
Comet of 1771, “

6. M38 IN AURIGA. (B) (T)  This open cluster is also known as 
NGC 1912.   Messier described this discovery of his as follows:
“September 25, 1764. 38. 5h 12m 41s (78d 10' 12") +36d 11' 51" 
Cluster of small stars in Auriga, near the star Sigma, little distant 
from the two preceding clusters [M36 and M37]; this one is of 
square shape & contains no nebulosity, if one takes care to 
examine it with a good telescope. Its extension is about 15' of 
arc. (diam. 15')  “  Once again a superb object in a telescope or 
through binoculars in a dark sky. 

Messier was not the first discoverer of any of the three clusters in 
Auriga. They had been discovered by Giovanni Batista Hodierna 
before 1654.

Len Adam

Len Adam

Len Adam

http://seds.org/messier/Mdes/dm036.html
http://seds.org/messier/Mdes/dm037.html


SOLUTION TO CROSSWORD 2

PREVIOUS NEWSLETTERS ARE AVAILABLE IN PDF FORMAT IN 
THE MEMBERS AREA OF THE BAS WEBSITE

This includes the previous crossword so if you have not done that you may wish 
to print the previous issue and solve it before looking at the solution below 



BAS CROSSWORD 3

Please note that this crossword includes 
decimal digits as well as letters e.g.1,2,7



CROSSWORD CLUES

Betelgeuse
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Meetings Schedule Feb 2011 to May 2011  

Meetings are held each month on Tuesday evenings, commencing at 7:30pm and concluding around 9pm. 
Our main meeting programme runs from September to May, and features a formal lecture on the first Tuesday of the month, 
and a more informal "Activity Night" on the third Tuesday. 

Admission is free to members, and visitors are welcome at £2 per visit.

And over the summer we also get together on the first Tuesdays of June, July and August.

The programme of our future meetings is shown below, but may occasionally be subject to late changes, so if you're travelling 
from some distance, please contact the BAS Committee by email to boltonastro@gmail.com to confirm before making your 
journey.

mailto:boltonastro@gmail.com?cc=carl@broomses.co.uk

